Welcome to the Amazon, Brazil

Worlds largest fresh water fish population with more than 2,500 different species

The famous black water Rio Negro River system of Brazil’s Amazon offers countless miles of remote backwater lakes and tributaries that produce the best trophy Peacock Bass fishing in the world today.
You don’t need to sacrifice luxury for lunkers! Captain Peacock Yachts & Expeditions, holders of the new IGFA All Tackle World Record Peacock Bass caught by Bill Gassmann in Feb. of 2010, offers the finest in accommodations and services. Our shallow draft yacht can take you to the trophies without sacrificing comfort and convenience. Our small group size anglers means you can expect personalized service from arrival to departure. We will take you on a trip of a lifetime.
GIANT AMAZON BASS
The Peacock Bass is the star attraction in Amazon Sportfishing

“I’ve found the hospitality and service aboard the Capt. Peacock Expeditions luxury yacht to be without peer. Your entire staff is the hardest-working and friendliest that I have come across in my 20 years of visiting the Amazon!”

Larry Larsen - Founder of the Peacock Bass Association
Hall of Fame as Legendary Angler
**Testimonial**

“Through the entire trip – from the food to the guides and the service – no possible comfort was left unattended. Did I mention the fishing was spectacular – even for the less skilled fly anglers? Do yourself a favor and go as soon and as often as you can... the operation and fishing just can’t get any better!”

Rick Pope - Temple Fork Outfitters, President

**World Record Peacock Bass**

In February of 2010, Bill Gassmann fishing with Captain Peacock Expeditions, caught a 28 lb Peacock Bass that established IGFA All Tackle World Record breaking the long established world record of 27 lb caught by Doc Lawson in 1994.
COMFORT & CONVENIENCE
An exclusive concept of First Class and mobility that will take you to the trophies

Outdoor Dinner

Unique Experiences
The floating hotel is fully air-conditioned with independent systems offering double staterooms with private bathrooms, showers with hotwater, large enclosed and open air lounges, decks, plus a spacious dining room.

Our on board Executive Chef prepares delicious regional and international cuisine served with red and white wines while our bar includes Brazilian and international drinks and premium liquors (all inclusive).

The mothership is loaded to the gills with advanced navigation equipment and various shipboard amenities. These include satellite phone and wi-fi internet systems, full laundry and maid service, full emergency gear and top first aid supplies including defibrillator, onboard home theater, satellite TV, and a lot more.

"I really had a good time and wanted to thank you and the crew for making the trip a memorable one. The facilities, food and service were beyond my expectations....your operation can only be successful if you have great employees, and you do!"

BRAND NEW 2013
BASS TRACKER BOATS
The #1 seller for a lot of reasons!

At 17' 7" (5.36 m) long, the Pro Team™ 175 TXW is a near-perfect industry pacesetter with a great combination of size and performance. It’s “bullet-proof” Revolution™ Mod V hull delivers a smooth dry ride that’s guaranteed. And its exclusive Power-Trac™ transom provides a quicker holeshot and better overall performance. Equipped with a long list of name-brand components. It’s #1 on the bestseller list, year after year.
ADVENTURE AT EVERY TURN
An opportunity to see, to touch, to swim, and to finally experience the real Amazon

Encompassing over 6 million square kilometers in Brazil, the flora, fauna, and indigenous people of the Amazon River basin provide a trip unlike any other you will ever take. Multicolored Macaws, Toucans & Green Parrots, pink and gray freshwater dolphins, seven foot river otters, unique caymans, a myriad of rainforest flowers, and primitive Indian villages are all presented against the towering backdrop of the awe inspiring Amazon Rainforest. The 2,500 species of fish in the rivers, including the peacock bass you came for, are only part of your Amazon adventure. A trip of a lifetime is what you will find during your days aboard our the mothership / floating hotel of Capc Peacock Tours & Expeditions.
BEST GUIDES IN THE AMAZON
Stars of Amazon Sportfishing, the guides are recognized worldwide as the best

The guides average 13 years of experience and can communicate very well in English. They are known as the best in the Amazon. They know how to get you hooked up with trophy peacocks as well as other exotic species. They were born and raised on those waters and understand all the aspects of the giant peacocks.

Left to the right, you can see PINEAPPLE (Renato), DENNY BOY (Denival), FRENCH (Francival), JACK (Irineu), BLACKY (Preto), FAT BOY (Giovani), and CATFISH (Aderbal).

The crew is outstanding, always with a smile on their faces and ready to provide you with the best. Your expectations are what makes them feel ready to go.
The guide staff efforts to “marche” and ax their way into the most remote lagoons and lakes is testament to their going well beyond normal duties. They are the key to the customer’s fishing trip success and satisfaction.

Larry Larsen - Founder of the Peacock Bass Association Hall of Fame as Legendary Angler.